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 個別介入前 個別介入後 
文脈 
療育者 16回 61回 
   
課題 0回 17回 
遊び 5回 32回 
おやつ 11回 12回 
機能 
要求 15回 61回 
拒否 1回 0回 
形態 
行動/動作 12回 0回 
具体物 3回 59回 
ジェスチャー 1回 0回 



















































































































































































































































†2　 CARS は，ノースカロライナ大学 TEACCH 部において開発された，ASD の度合いを測る尺度である19）．対象児
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Abstract
　This article is a case study of applying the communication curriculum developed by TEACCH to a 4-year-old 
boy. The purpose of this study is to clarify the process of communication instruction for non-verbal children with 
ASD and severe intellectual disability, and to examine how to develop and generalize spontaneous communication 
skills. As a method, we implemented a total of eight individual interventions based on TEACCH's communication 
curriculum, conducted sampling of communication before and after each individual intervention, and examined the 
effected change. As a result it was not only confirmed that the new communication skills of using concrete objects 
had been acquired, but also it was seen in all the play, task, and snack situations. In addition, the generalization of 
the communication skills was seen. I consider the following five points necessary for acquiring communication skills: 
① To raise people's awareness and foster the power to engage spontaneously，② To place importance on finding 
"emerge skills" of the child, and setting a goal from assessment information based on the developmental evaluation 
and the understanding of the characteristics of ASD，③To use functional objects in a daily life in educating，④ To 
give motivation for communicating with others to the child， ⑤ To make it clear for the child to understand what is 
expected by having structured incentive communication. Also, for generalization, I considered it effective to measure 
the acquisition of the following skills with a change in only one place or thing. When we teach the spontaneous 
communication to intellectually handicapped children with ASD, it can be said that the further development and 
accumulation of these teaching processes is important.
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